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Over 11 days, in  Aug-Sept  2020, Bones Farmer, 

inventor/manufacturer of 
the 

BONES CDI 
conversion kit 

https://ozbsabantams.com.au/


overhauled the second oldest-known Bantam in the 
world – a 1948 D1 .

This is the story of that restoration - drawn from 
Bones generous posts to the BSA Bantams Australia 

FaceBook page 



Thought I would start the "renovation" of the 1948 D1 Rigid I purchased 
a few months ago. 

This bike, being the 2nd-oldest Bantam in the world, deserves some 
special attention. The intention is to disassemble, clean and check 
everything. 

This is not a restoration. 



This bike was dated by the Bantam dating officer however I think there 
may be an anomaly? 

This bike is pictured in Hans Kruezen’s fabulous web page dedicated to 
1948 Bantams. It's listed as YD1470 ……. 

So I'll have to chat with Hans K and Rick who I purchased the bike from 
and do some additional research. 

……. but the frame number is 
actually YD1413. 

http://www.paintdoctor.com.au/bantam.htm


August 17th, 2020

Day 1



I will pull the engine down as it has obviously had a bad oil leak that 
needs fixing. 



Today's job was the fuel tank and headlight. Tank had a leak from the 
fuel tap, so the residual oil and dirt had caked onto the underside of the 
tank. Very delicate job to soak and remove these residues without 
damaging paint. Once done, a good wash followed by delicately 
scraping some old grey primer that was on the tank …..



…… then a cut and polish to the tank. 

Fuel tap removed, cleaned and re-installed with Teflon tape and new 
fibre washers. 



Headlight next.....

The headlight had been hit on the 
nearside which had damaged the 
mount point. Managed to fix this 
as well the clip and rim. 

Being the early Wipac headlight 
there is no screw to retain the 
rim. It is hinged with a clip that 
wasn't initially working due to the 
damage. 

Headlight given a cut and polish and rim repaired. 



Next was give the reflector a polish too. 



Interestingly I have always seen the "Patent Application" water slide 
transfers on the top of the forks, on this bike there is evidence of it on 
the top triple clamp. 
Also look at the quality of the welding on the frame.......In all fairness 
these were probably done by semi-skilled workers who had only been 
welding these frames up for a week when this bike was made. 

Tomorrow's job.............I might tackle the wheels.



August 18th, 2020

Day 2



Ok todays efforts went like this......looked at the wheels.......but the 
engine looked more interesting! So chain guard off ……and out came 
the engine. 



.



……and out came the engine. 



Anyway carby was taken off, inspected and ultrasonically cleaned. 



Needle was honed with an oil stone to take the groove out of it.



All internals looked rather good so carby was assembled and set aside. 



Engine was then dismantled, and I was pleasantly surprised. I've 
pulled apart some god-awful Bantam engines before, but this one 
wasn't too bad. 



Piston had broken ring, 



it's had a refurbished crank put in it



….. and all gear surfaces are 
some of the best I've seen. 
Barrel only needs a hone. 



The oil leak and original red dust has set rock hard on everything. I had 
to literally chisel out the crud from inside the clutch cover. No 
degreaser, kero or pressure washer would move it! 



I am actually concerned about how I get this crud off the painted parts 
without damaging the paintwork. 



.



I did notice that there was cork from the clutch blocking up the 
lubrication holes in the mainshaft and gearbox output gear. 



All internal components were cleaned and oiled ready for assembly. 
The barrel had to have all this crud gouged out with a screwdriver 
from between the fins. 



The casing screw heads were all pretty chewed up, so I gave them a 
touch up in the lathe and wire buffed to take the sheen back of it. 



I still have the centre cases to tackle yet as the above took me all day! 
Anyway forward progress is good progress......



.



August 19th, 2020

Day 3



Had sleep in this morning then started back into the D1. First cab of 
the rank was to take the barrel studs out and soak the engine cases to 
assist getting all this encrusted dirt/oil off. 



Whilst the cases were fermenting I took to the toolbox and cleaned it. 
Still has the orange Broken Hill dust inside along with a bill of sale 
from 2005. 



Once all the oil/dirt crud was cleaned off then a delicate process to 
polish the toolbox without damaging the very fragile water slide 
transfers. 



Hans Kruezen I'm still not convinced this bike wasn't originally painted 
black. The black underneath is that glossy I don't think it's an 
undercoat......But that's just me speculating that this bike was 
originally painted black by the factory then changed to green. 



I then took to the chain guard which was badly encrusted with crud 
underneath. 



.



A fair bit of work to get all that crap off ….. 



….. with a finish off cut and polish. 



All painted parts then on the shelf waiting for assembly time. Engine 
cases then out of bath and mud and crap scraped off. The dipstick is 
also an alloy one different to the normal steel model. 



Bearings were punched out and interestingly an Australian made 
bearing manufactured in Echuca was fitted at some stage, just had to 
keep it. The seals actually broke they were that hard when I took them 
out. 



.



Then cases into the hot wash cabinet for final clean in prep for 
assembly. 



Threads were then cleaned out and cases ready for assembly. 



The quality of the machining on the inside of these cases is crap! Just 
have a look at the surface finish.......looks like it has been done on a 
wood lathe!! Just as well they improved things. 



Crank needed some attention on the journals. Just a quick polish to 
bearing and seal surfaces required as the crank is in excellent 
condition. 



.



Barrel and head mating surfaces required some attention. Head was 
lapped to clean up the mating surface. 



The barrel was also lapped as these early engines didn't have a head 
or base gasket. If you look closely at the barrel near where the stud 
holes are, you will see there is a different color. This is from machining 
with either a blunt tool or a lathe that is not rigid enough. What has 
happened is that the tool is deflecting as it comes under cutting load. 
So the depth of cut starts off deep then as the tool loads up it gets 
shallower........



.



Anyway off to the parts stash for a couple of essentials ……



.
……and tomorrow is engine assembly day........



August 20th, 2020

Day 4



Well I got another day in on the D1. It's nice to have a clean run at 
things sometimes and all this has come about due to holdups in 
delivery of other items due to C-19. Today it was time to get the 
engine back together. So bearings and seals in and check crank for 
correct endfloat. 
.



.A couple of shims needed to obtain the correct clearance then on to 
the installation of the gearbox.



I noticed the gear selector arm was contacting the gear selector arm 
spring socket. 



There was also tell-tale evidence that something was out of alignment 
when I looked at the "Flag" on the gear selector arm, and the wear 
from it being misaligned in the layshaft sliding gear groove. 



A "tweak" of the gear selector arm bracket and all looks good. I 
linished the wear on the gear selector arm flag to clean it up too. 



.
Next was to get the sealant on the case and get the cases together. 



I always like seeing an even bead of sealant oozing out after all the 
screws are done up, just confirms all surfaces have a good coverage. 



.Next its time for fitment of some of the clutch components and 
checking the alignment of the primary drive and clutch basket 
sprockets. 



I use a spring-loaded set of circlip pliers to hold the primary chain 
together when fitting, to help get the joining link in.



.
Then time to fit up barrel and head. I mask the head off ……



.
……and give the mating surface of the head a coat of Copper Kote
gasket by Permatex. I don't run any head gasket in any Bantam I own. 



I put the base gasket on and run my thumbnail around the edge and 
get an impression on the gasket, then trim off the excess 
gasket.....especially overhang in the transfer ports as this disrupts flow 
into the combustion chamber. 



A bit of thread lubricant on the barrel studs, piston in the barrel and 
it's time for sealant on all required surfaces. 



Barrel on, gudgeon pin and clip in, barrel all the way home, head on 
and torqued up and lastly the 2 x screws done up on the skirt.



Back to the clutch and plates & springs in. Something to note on these 
early engines is they don't have the clutch cover. This is the plate that 
goes over the clutch basket to stop it spreading and is retained by 3 
screws. 



.



.



Time to fit up the mainshaft oil seal housing. I always put the distance 
sleeve in first to centralise the oil seal housing before I do up the 5 x 
retaining screws.



Next was to get the stator sorted and cleaned.



I was lucky to have spare HT lead contact that screws into stator plate 
so I could ditch the cork!



All components cleaned and the coils re wrapped. 



Then onto the engine......gap set on points.......and we have spark! 



Final job for the day was to clean up the exhaust, which looks really 
good for its age.



August 21st, 2020

Day 5



Spent all morning scrubbing the frame and lower components of all 
this caked on crud......



.



It's a right royal pain in the arse to clean as the only way to get rid of it 
is to chisel it away with a sharpened toothbrush handle, then 
delicately scrub with a bit of degreaser with the toothbrush so the 
paint isn't damaged......



.



By lunchtime I'd had enough so decided to clean up the seat springs 
and attach the seat cover. I do have the original seat cover, but it's on 
the verge of dissolving! 



I then took the rear wheel out to access the rear mudguard. I noticed 
on the RH mudguard stay that it has tiny bars welded to it. 



I think this was there to retain the tail light wire. Hans Kruezen does 
your '48 have this? 



Anyway the stays are badly bent to the point they affect the position 
of the guard, so I had to straighten them as best I could without 
damaging them. 



I generally do this in the hydraulic press so the profile of the stay isn't 
damaged and I can bend in any direction.



.



Both stays were given a tweak. 



.



The pillion seat, tail light and carry rack were removed from the rear 
guard. The tail light has to be replaced to the correct '48 tail light 
which I have spare. 



The dent in the guard and the bend in the carry rack won't be 
repaired.........It's all part of this bikes story. Some fat bastard was 
obviously on the back when they hit a pothole. I will also refit the 
pillion pegs and pillion seat (I'll get the seat recovered). 



The rear guard was given a clean and a cut and polish which came up 
well.......and that will be all on the D1 for awhile...........



Good progress for the week!..........If anyone has an early sliding switch 
for sale (yes I know I have more chance of fitting a whale up my arse) 
or could lend me one for a week or 2 as I may look into the possibility 
of 3D printing a workable alternative.........If I didn't already have 
enough to do!



August 24th, 2020

Day 6



Back into the D1 today. So today's effort started with the brake pedal.



First thing was to scrub the crud of it and assess how badly bent it is.  



The footrest rod spacer was seized inside the pedal and this is 
supposed to be a sliding fit. .



Into the press and push out the spacer and straighten the pedal out. 





Next job was the centre stand. This was badly bent, so it too went into 
the press and was straightened.  



I was pretty happy with how both of them came out. 



This wheel still had the original bearings and felt seals. You will see the 
problem with pumping grease into these bearings as this wheel had 
grease impregnating the brake shoes.........so there's a safety issue 
there. A good reason to change to sealed wheel bearings if you intend 
to ride the bike continuously. 



Next job was to get stuck into the back wheel. I always approach old 
wheels with the highest levels of caution due to asbestos exposure. I 
wear a P2 mask and carefully remove the brake backing plate and 
wash everything down thoroughly with soapy water........wipe it dry 
ensuring there are no residues left. NEVER USE COMPRESSED AIR as 
this could potentially send airborne asbestos particles everywhere. If 
you can't positively discount the brake shoes aren't asbestos.....then 
they ARE!! .



All components were removed and cleaned and reassembled. 



I've had to admit defeat with some of the crud when cleaning the 
wheel as it started to damage the paintwork. 



The hub grease nipple was replaced back to the Tecalamit type grease 
nipple.



So wheel was cut and polished including all individual spokes. 



You will notice that this bike has the steel "cup" on the offside of the 
wheel. This goes in place of the speedo drive when no speedo is fitted 
to the bike.



The wheel is now at the bike shop where the tyre is being swapped 
from the knobby fitted to a very old "Olympic Patrol" period tyre. I just 
hope the old tyre will come of the other rim without the bead 
breaking as it is pretty hard..............I'll know tomorrow!



August 25th, 2020

Day 7



Today's focus was front end......So took the handle bars and hardware 
off to get the rust off these components. 



The original registration label is in good condition and shows the rego
number.



The label holder was cleaned up along with all handlebar and 
mounting hardware. 



.



The front wheel was taken out and front guard removed. 



The stays are bent and required straightening ….



.



.



….and the guard had a really bad dent/crease in it that was rubbing on 
the tyre. 



.



A little bit of a challenge to get this out so came up with the idea to 
use my press to massage this crease out of the guard so as not to 
destroy or damage paintwork.



Am happy with the outcome …



…so then tackled the bend toward the front of the guard.



.



The guard wash then washed, cut and polished.



Came up alright too. 



.



I started to tackle the forks. Fork bushes are badly worn........2mm of 
play! These early fork bushes are soldered in. All the literature says 
they are silver soldered however these bushes are lead/tin soldered 
in. I also thought it was only the top bushes that were soldered



It would appear the grub screw holds the bush in place whilst they are 
soldered in. 



Problem now is I can't apply heat to them to get them out as this will 
destroy the paint....So I'll have to take the fork legs out of the bottom 
yoke and set them up in the lathe and machine them out.......carefully! 
A job for another day.....



August 29th, 2020

Day 8



Today's effort was the front wheel and some work on the forks. 
Headlight bracket was removed and polished to allow the fork tubes 
to be removed. 



Wheel was pulled apart and discovered a collapsed wheel bearing. 



Clean, cut, polish of the wheel hub and rim. The brake backing plate 
was pulled apart and this had the small spring clip that covers the oil 
hole in the brake cam pivot to keep dirt out. I haven't seen one before 
so I don't know how long these were fitted for.



It has a small detent that locates into the oil hole on the brake cam 
pivot bush in the backing plate. 



.



I've had the rear tyre changed from the incorrect size knobby to an old 
period Olympic Patrol tyre that we had on another rim. 



.



.



I then decided to see how the forks polish up before I machine out the 
old bush and work out if I risk soldering a new one in or just locate and 
clamp with the grub screw. I think I'll end up just loctiting the new 
bush in as I can't bring myself to putting that much heat into the fork 
and running the risk of damaging the paintwork.
.



August 30th, 2020

Day 9



More progress today.....I noticed that the lower triple clamp studs for 
this bike are different to the later models. Later models are a straight 
5/16" stud with a separate shouldered nut, however on this bike it is a 
one-piece item. Wonder how long they had these for before they 
changed. 



Forks were pulled apart, ….



…. however one of the grub screws that hold the fork bushes in had 
the slot filed out of it on fitment. 



I've had to drill this out ….



….and discovered the tapped hole is tapped into the bush itself. I 
initially thought they clamped up against the bush. 



Grub screw was drilled out and re-tapped. 



0 BA is the thread for future reference. 



The original bushes were then machined out ….



….and new bushes loctited in. I'll drill and tap new threads in the fork 
legs tomorrow.



Had a bit of help from my grandson today as well. 



.



Front wheel had new bearings fitted and is now all ready to go.



August 31st, 2020

Day 10



A bit more progress today with the loctiting of the bushes working a 
treat. Grub screw holes were drilled and tapped and a new brass grub 
screw made. 



The frame was then cut and polished and it's now time to start putting 
things back together. Headstem cup, cones and balls were all in 
excellent condition. 



Top headstem cup was not in square so that was rectified. 



The cable ties on the triple clamp hold everything in place for when I 
turn it over to install the bearings in the top cup.



.



.



I can't put the lower fork legs in yet as I have to pick up some fork seals. 



Centre stand, and footrest rod fitted, however issues with the centre 
stand being bent meant it was very tight on the footrest rod. I've had 
to fit new footrest rod spacers as some were missing. The spacers 
were given a skim in the lathe and all is well after fit up. 



An old rigid frame we have luckily has the correct centre stand clip 
which was missing on this bike. Swapped over and works well. Handle 
bars on and headlight lens and reflector fitted up to headlight shell. 
Nice to be going back together.....



September 1st, 2020

Day 11



We now have a running bike! 
Today started with the rear guard being fitted up along with the carry 
rack then on to the front end. 



Front guard fitted up then front wheel in. 
The number plate holder that was on this bike was incorrect for a '48, 
so another one was taken off a guard we have. 



The bolts were definitely not going to move! Therefore the old domed 
headed screws were ground flat …. 



….and then drilled out. 



Number plate holder was then transferred to the rear guard. 



The tail light needs a lens, so I'll start looking for something that will 
do the job.



Rebuilt engine was then dropped in. 



Headlight was then fitted. 



The fuel tank was then installed and to prevent damage to the seat, I 
use a cut up container to allow the tank to slide over the seat without 
damaging it



.



.





.



Exhaust fitted and engine filled with oil and it was time to start it. 



Bike has a good plug colour after dropping the needle. .



All went well and started easily, so went for a bit of a ride. 



There's a few small jobs to finish like brake adjustment, re-routing a 
cable and getting the pillion seat re-covered and fitted. 



.



All in all this renovation went pretty well. I haven't wired the bike up 
as I will wait for the Bantam Holy Grail of a headlight switch to turn 
up..........yeah I know!I



.


